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 To obtain the change tendency of the wheel’s 
angular velocity and tangential component of 
contact force with time of the pinion under the step 
input during spiral bevel gear meshing, the tooth 
flank equation of spiral bevel gear was constructed 
based on the Non-Uniform Rational B-splines 
curve.  The three-dimensional model of the pinion 
and the wheel were built based on the tooth flank 
equation. The calculation equation and relative 
parameters set for the contact force of spiral bevel 
gear meshing were done based on the Hertz 
contact theory.  A mating of spiral bevel gears was 
taken as an example for dynamics simulation and 
the simulation results show that the relative error 
rate of the angular velocity between simulation and 
theoretical calculation is 0.054%, and that the 
relative error rate of tangential component of the 
contact force between simulation and theoretical 
calculation is 4.82%. These findings provide the 
theoretical basis for dynamic characteristics 
optimization of the spiral bevel gears. 
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1 Introduction 
 
A spiral bevel gear has good advantages of stable 
transmission, lower noise, and higher contact ratio. 
This kind of gear has been widely used in aerospace, 
machine tools, ship and automobile industry [1]. 
However, the design, manufacturing, processing and 
assembly of spiral bevel gear are much complex 
compared with a spur gear, helical gear and straight 
bevel gear [2-4] mainly due to the spiral bevel gear 
complex geometry model. Those situations, 
especially the approximate models of the gear for 
simplicity lead to vibration, shock, and noise 
problems in service [5-6] when the spiral bevel 
gears are in meshing. A lot of scholars and 

specialists did extensive researches on this topic. 
Among them Litvin F.L. made use of numerical 
analysis based on the local synthesis method of 
tooth contact analysis to study the meshing contact 
problem of the spiral bevel gear at University of 
Illinois in Chicago, USA [7]. Fong Z.H. proposed a 
four order comprehensive mathematical modeling 
curve for the spiral bevel gear tooth surface meshing 
at National Chung Cheng University in Taiwan of 
China [8]. Yao L.G. built the mathematical 
modeling and did the simulation for the external and 
internal double circular-arc spiral bevel gears at 
Fuzhou University in China [9]. Velex P. did the 
dynamic simulation of eccentricity errors in 
planetary gears at University of DeLyon in France 
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[10]. Chen Z.G. did the dynamic simulation for the 
spur gear and planetary gear with tooth root crack 
propagating along a tooth width and crack depth at 
Chongqing University in China. [11-12]. Osman T. 
and Velex P. built a simulation model of the 
interactions between dynamic tooth loads and 
contact fatigue on the spur gears at University of 
DeLyon in France [13]. Jiang H.J. studied the 
dynamic characteristics of helical gears under 
sliding friction with spalling defect at Chongqing 
University in China [14]. Fang Z.D. proposed a 
precise modeling method of arc tooth face-gear with 
transition curve and did the motion analysis and 
finished the NC machining for the prototype at the 
Northwestern Polytechnic University in China [15]. 
Benamar F. used the kinematics approach to do the 
quasi-static motion simulation and slip prediction of 
articulated planetary rovers in France [16]. Simon 
V. V. finished the manufacture of optimized face-
hobbed spiral bevel gears on a computer numerical 
control hypoid generator at Budapest University of 
Technology and Economics in Hungary [17]. 
The ADAMS software package has been in a 
dominant position in the field of gear dynamics 
simulation research by using the commercial 
software method. Liu T. built the model of straight 
bevel gear by using the CATIA software package 
and finished the kinematics simulation by using 
IMPACT function for the calculation of Hertz 
contact force in the ADAMS software package [18]. 
Wang H.B. finished the dynamic simulation and 
fatigue reliability analysis of the straight bevel gear 
by using Pro/E and ADAMS [19]. Zeng H. did the 
dynamics simulation of the spiral bevel gear 
transmission system, and got the change curve of 
angular velocity and meshing force for the driven 
wheel by using the Pro/E and ADAMS commercial 
software package, but he ignored the transmission 
error [20]. Wu L.X. used UG NX software package 
to simulate a pair of involutes cylindrical gear 
meshing [21], but the angular velocity of the driven 
gear was determined by specified transmission ratio, 
so the angular velocity of driven gear is only the 
theoretical calculation value, which didn’t expose 
the real condition of the gear meshing. The dynamic 
simulation of the angular velocity and contact force 
by using three-dimensional(3D) contact for a pair of 
the spiral bevel gears which were installed on the 
main reducer (also called differential gear) of a mini 
bus was done based on the Hertz contact theory. All 
these provide the basis for dynamic characteristics 
and optimization of the spiral bevel gear meshing. 

 
2 3D modeling of the spiral bevel gear 
 
2.1 The NURBS tooth flank equation 
 
The correct meshing condition for a mating pair of 
gears needs to satisfy the Eq. (1) according to the 
Willis theory [22-23]. 
 
 0nv ·  (1)

 
where v is the relative speed at the meshing contact 
point of the two gears, n is the normal vector of the 
meshing contact surface. 
Vectors v and n are perpendicular to each other in 
the Eq. (1). 
Based on the surface equation of a cutter disc [1], 
the tooth enveloping surface and meshing equation 
are obtained in terms of vectors through the 
coordinate transformation from the cutter 
coordinates to the coordinate system of semi-
finished product for the wheel. 
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where g g( , )u r  is the curved surface of a cutter 
head; 1tM  is the coordinate transformation matrix 
from the cutter coordinates to the coordinate system 
of semi-finished product of the wheel.  
The discrete data coordinate values on the tooth 
surface of the spiral bevel gear can be calculated as 
shown in the Eq. (3) in the coordinate system of 
semi-finished product of the wheel by using the Eq. 
(2). 
 
 g g( , )S R u   (3)

 
The tooth profile tooth flank equation of the spiral 
bevel gear can be reconstructed by using the non-
uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) curve surface 
function to fit the discrete data points that may be 
calculated with the Eq. (3) as data shape points. The 
tooth profile can be written in the following 
expression. 
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where i jW  is the weight factor of the corresponding 
control points; ijP  is the grid control point column 
of the grid feature; i,k ( )N u  and j,l ( )N v  are B-spline 
basis functions of k order and l order respectively, 
which is defined by the node vector 

 0 1 m+k+1, , ,s s sS   and the node vector 

 0 1 m+k+1, , ,t t tT   , respectively. 
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where Rij(u,v) is the piecewise rational basis 
function expression of NURBS surface. 
Suppose node vectors  0 1 m+k+1, , ,s s sS   and 

 0 1 m+k+1, , ,t t tT   which are defined on the non-
uniform parameter axis can be expressed as 
following, respectively. 
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The surface defined by the node vector 

 0 1 m+k+1, , ,s s sS   and  0 1 m+k+1, , ,t t tT   are 
non-uniform, non-periodic rational B-spline 
surfaces, also called the NURBS surface. 
The dual three order NURBS tooth flank equation 
[2] of the tooth profile surface for spiral bevel gear 
was derived according to the Eq. (4), and it can be 
written as Eq. (7) when k=l=3. 
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2.2 Some parameters of a mating pair of the 

spiral bevel gears 
 
Some parameters are shown in Table 1 for a pair of 
spiral bevel gear which was installed on the main 
reducer (also called differential gear) of a mini bus. 
  
Table 1. Some parameters of a mating pair of the 
spiral bevel gears 
 

Parameters Symbol Pinion Wheel 
Number of teeth z 9 37 

Modulus m/mm 4.5 4.5 
Pitch cone angle δ/(°) 13.671 76.329 

Shaft angle ∑/(°) 90 90 
Pitch circle 

diameter d/mm 40.5 166.5 

Pressure angle αn/(°) 20 20 
Spiral angle βm/(°) 35 35 

 
2.3 The NURBS curve fitting and surface 

reconstruction 
 
Fit the NURBS curve by the function of a curve 
fitting according to the Eq. (6) and the relevant 
parameters in the Table 1. Reconstruct the NURBS 
fitting tooth surface by the curve mesh function 
through choosing the primary strings line (U line) 
and the cross strings line (V line) respectively. 
 
2.4 The model construction of a pair of the spiral 

bevel gear  
 
Generate the 3D solid model from the 3D slice 
model according to the NURBS tooth profile 
surface, then detail repair should be done according 
to the actual situation, such as hollow a hole on 
semi-finished product of the wheel for the 
installment of a differential. Build the 3D model of 
the pinion and the wheel respectively. There are 
three constraint conditions according to the actual 
situation during the assembly process between the 
pinion and the wheel. That includes the shaft angle 
∑ being equal to 90 degrees, the pitch cone vertices 
of the pinion, and the wheel that are coincident and 
contact aligned on the tooth surface of the pitch 
circle of the exterior transverse. Finally, the 3D 
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model was constructed as shown in Fig. 1 after the 
assembly was done. 

 
 
Figure 1. 3D assembly model of a mating pair of 
the spiral bevel gears. 
 
3 The simulation of angular velocity and 

contact force 
 

3.1 The calculation formula of contact force  
 
Based on the Hertz contact theory, the calculation 
formula of the contact force can be written as the Eq. 
(8). 
  ( ,0,0, , )ekx Step x d C x F   (8)

 
where F is the contact force; k is the contact 
stiffness; x is the penetration depth of contact, x<0 
means contact occurs, otherwise there is no contact; 
e is the index of contact force; Step(x,0,0,d,C) is the 
step function; C is the damping coefficient and d is 
the maximum penetration depth of contact.  
The calculation formula of the contact stiffness k 
can be written in terms of  
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where R1 and R2 are the corresponding equivalent 
radius at two gears meshing contact points, 
respectively. Use exterior transverse pitch circle 
radius of the spiral bevel gear to replace R1 and R2 
respectively; α is the correction coefficient, the 
range of α is from 0.5 to 1.0; v1 and v2 are the 
Poisson's ratio of two kinds of contact material 
respectively; E1 and E2 are the elastic modulus of 
two kinds of contact materials, respectively. The 
materials of the pinion and the wheel are both C45 

steel (DIN specification). So v1=v2=0.285 and E1= 
E2=2.07×105 N/mm2. The contact stiffness 
k=6.65×107 can be calculated according to the Eq. 
(8) and (9). The index of the contact force e is 1.5, 
the damping coefficient C is 50 N·s/mm, the 
maximum penetration depth d is 0.1 mm, the static 
friction coefficient is 0.08 and the dynamic friction 
coefficient is 0.05 according to literatures [24-27]. 
 
3.2 Setting of the simulation environment  
 
The flow chart of dynamics simulation is shown in 
Fig. 2. Establish the dynamic simulation tasks in the 
Motion module of the UG NX software package 
according to the flow chart. Create the links for the 
pinion and the wheel of the spiral bevel gear 
respectively and add the corresponding rotation 
joints around the rotation center axis of the pinion 
and the wheel. Use the 3D contact to simulate the 
contact condition between the contact surface of the 
pinion and the wheel. Put the relevant parameters 
for calculating the contact force into corresponding 
blank of 3D contact dialog box. Carrying the 
simulation can get the contact force and contact 
motion between the pinion and the wheel. 
 

START

Use UG/Modeling 
for CAD modal

Use UG/Motion，
set parameters

Simulation

Accept the 
simulation result

END

Modify 
the model

Freedom 
analysis

The Gruebler=0

Verify the model

Create links and joints, 
set driver function

Y

N

N

Y

 
 
Figure 2. The simulation flow chart. 
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In order to avoid the transilience caused by the 
impact from the rotational angular speed of the 
pinion, the way of adding load for angular velocity 
on the pinion is the step function. The angular 
velocity of the pinion is 7703 degrees per second, 
and the load of the wheel torque is 1964.99 Nm, 
which is the engine torque through the transmission 
and main reducer (also called differential gear) of 
the mini bus. The simulation time is set for one 
second and the simulation steps are set for 500 
steps. The simulation results are shown from Fig. 3 
to Fig. 8. 
The change curve of input angular velocity versus 
time for the pinion is shown in Fig. 3. The load of 
the angular velocity on the pinion is a step function, 
where a linear increases gradually before 0.2 
seconds and maintains stability at 7703 degrees per 
second approximately after 0.2 seconds. 
 
3.3 The angular velocity simulation of the wheel 
 
The simulation results of the wheel’s angular 
velocity by using 3D contact force simulation based 
on the Hertz contact theory is shown in Fig. 4. It can 
be seen that the angular velocity of the wheel is 
increasing with time close to the linear relation 
before 0.2 seconds and then tends to be stable, but it 
still fluctuates based on the stable value after 
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Figure 3. The input angular velocity of the pinion. 
 
0.2 seconds. The average value of the wheel’s 
angular velocity is 1872.69 degrees per second 
calculated by the simulation data from 0.2 seconds 
to 1.0 seconds. 
The theoretical calculation formula of the wheel’s 
angular velocity can be written as follows. 
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Figure 4. Angular velocity simulation of the wheel.
 
where n2 is the theoretical calculation value of the 
output angular velocity for the wheel; n1 is the input 
angular velocity of the pinion; z1 is the pinion’s 
tooth number, and z2 is the wheel’s tooth number. 
Put the specific parameters into the Eq. (10) and one 
may get the theoretical calculation value of the 
wheel’s angular velocity, say n2=1873.703 degrees 
per second. Draw the wheel’s angular velocity curve 
of theoretical calculation as shown in Fig. 5. 
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Figure 5. The theoretical angular velocity curve of 
the wheel. 
 
Clone a new simulation task by using the UG gear 
pair instead the 3D contact in the UG NX software 
package. Set the number of teeth to 9 and 37 of the 
pinion and the wheel respectively and carry the UG 
gear pair simulation. The wheel’s angular velocity 
can be calculated using the UG gear pair simulation 
of 1873.703 degrees per second after 0.2 seconds 
from the simulation data of the UG gear pair 
simulation. The angular velocity is a constant value 
after 0.2 seconds by using the UG gear pairs, 
without fluctuations, does not change with time, and 
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it is completely consistent with the theoretical 
calculated value from the Eq. (10). 
Add Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 together. There is Fig. 6 for 
the sake of comparison.  
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Figure 6. The comparison between the simulation 
angular velocity and the theoretical angular 
velocity. 
 
It can be seen that the angular velocity simulation 
by using 3D contact for the wheel is close to the 
angular velocity curve of the theoretical calculation.  
However, the simulation angular velocity of 3D 
contact fluctuates up and down nearby the angular 
velocity curve of the theoretical calculation. In order 
to reflect the difference of the angular velocity 
between 3D contact simulation and the theoretical 
calculation more clearly, we used the curve in Fig. 4 
to subtract the curve in Fig. 5.  Furthermore, the 
absolute value was retaken and the wave amplitude 
curve was accomplished as shown in Fig. 7. It can 
be seen that the simulation angular velocity of 3D 
contact for the wheel is close to the theoretical 
calculation curve and that it fluctuates up and down. 
The average amplitude value of the fluctuations is 
13.5 degrees per second. The maximum amplitude 
value reach to 86.9 degrees per second. 
 
3.4 The simulation of the tangential component 

of contact force for the wheel 
 
Extract the tangential component of contact force 
from the contact force data during the spiral bevel 
gear meshing. The amplitude change curve of 
contact. The force tangential component versus time 
is shown in Fig. 8. The average value of the 
tangential component of contact force during the 
spiral bevel gear meshing is 24799.9 N and the 
maximum value is 26498.9 N. 
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Figure 7. The difference curve between the 
simulation and the theoretical calculation.
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Figure 8. The change curve of the tangential 
component of contact force. 
 
In order to reflect the simulation value change 
magnitude of the tangential component of contact 
force more clearly, use the simulation value of the 
tangential component of contact force to subtract the 
simulation average value of the tangential 
component of contact force. Furthermore, retake the 
absolute value, and get the wave amplitude curve as 
shown in Fig. 9. The average fluctuations magnitude 
of the tangential component of contact force for the 
spiral bevel gear meshing is 117.53 N and the 
maximum amplitude value is 1741.3 N.  
In order to verify the correctness of the simulation 
result for the tangential component of contact force, 
the theoretical calculation formula of the tangential 
component of contact force is used to calculate the 
theoretical calculation value directly, which can be 
written in terms of 
 
 

d
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Figure 9. The absolute difference charge curve of 
the tangential component of contact force. 
 
where F is the tangential component of contact 
force of the wheel; T is the transmission torque of 
the wheel, and d is the pitch circle diameter of the 
wheel. 
Put the relative parameter value into the Eq. (11) 
can get F=23603.48 N. 
The comparison between simulation and theoretical 
calculation of the angular velocity and the tangential 
component of contact force for the wheel is shown 
in Table 2. 
The result of the relative error rate for the wheel’s 
angular velocity simulation is 0.054%. The fact that 
the relative error rate is so small indicates that the 
simulation model for the angular velocity simulation 
is of rational. 
As a matter of fact, the pinion and the wheel are 
indeed rotating around its rotation axis respectively 
according to the rule of their contact during the 3D 
contact simulation.  
The phenomenon of a tooth surface infiltration and 
embedding interference don’t happen, the wheel 
rotated no more or less a circle or even a tooth 
during the entire meshing, while the small 
fluctuations of the angular velocity exist. There is 
some difference in the angular velocity between 
simulation and theoretical calculation because of the 
fluctuations. 
The result of the relative error rate for the wheel’s 
tangential component of contact force is 4.82%, 
which is within the error range of engineering 
allowable if is no more than 5%. There are many 
reasons for this result. The theoretical calculation 
value is not the real value during the actual meshing. 
 

Table 2. The comparison between the simulation 
and the theoretical calculation 
 

Items Angular 
velocity 

Tangential 
component of 
contact force  

Unit °/s N 
Average of 

simulation value 1872.69 24799.9 

Theoretical value 1873.70 23603.5 
Difference 1.01 1196.4 

Relative error 
rate 0.054% 4.82% 

 
This is because the theoretical calculation formula 
has done some simplification for the model and it 
has ignored some factors such as the contact point 
which is defined on the pitch circle of the exterior 
transverse while the real contact condition is not. 
There must be some errors for the simulation result 
of the tangential component of contact force because 
of the different setting value of the stiffness 
coefficient, index of contact force, damping 
coefficient, and friction coefficient, etc. A way to 
reduce the relative error rate between simulation and 
theoretical calculation is by changing the value of 
relative parameters in order to satisfy the theoretical 
calculation value before the simulation. 
 
4 Conclusion 
 
(1) The spiral bevel gear tooth surface model was 
reconstructed by using the double three orders 
NURBS surface fitting of the meshing point based 
on the meshing equation.  The 3D assembly model 
was also established for the mechanism consisting 
of a mating pair of the spiral bevel gears. 
(2) The contact force calculation formula of the 3D 
contact based on the Hertz contact theory was 
derived with the relative parameters in the 
calculation formula of contact force for the spiral 
bevel gear meshing simulation. 
(3) The simulation of the angular velocity and the 
tangential component of contact force for the wheel 
of the spiral bevel gear meshing was done 
respectively. The simulation relative error rate of the 
wheel’s angular velocity between the simulation and 
the theoretical calculation is 0.054%. The simulation 
relative error rate of the wheel’s tangential 
component of contact force between simulation and 
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theoretical calculation is 4.82%, which is still within 
the error limitation of engineering allowance. 
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